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This semester has been full of down’s and up’s and the I would think more of it as an opportunity                     

than just a negative experience. With all the things that we have gone through in classes and to our                   

daily everyday lifestyle, I would be more attentive to time management and keeping my belongings at                

a safe place for when it is needed for future references. I would like to share in my reflection about                    

deadlines and make-up work assignments, I, myself, will admit that I am struggling in making time to                 

finish my classes and most definitely my EN202 class. I have tried several ways to used other people’s                  

tactics in finishing my work. Although, it was not successful as I thought it would be. Fall 2018-2019                  

semester is much more than a hassle. My classmates and I are trying to find ways to even just pass the                     

class with a 70% other than a A+, it is impossible to finish each tasks given if each task in a week is                       

always different. 

With that being said, I am still grateful that we are still taking the time to use our last few weeks to                       

finish off a better and much more accomplished Fall 2018 semester. It may have been a long semester                  

but we cannot be finished without the help of our instructors, such as, Dr. Kimberly-Bunts Anderson                

in guiding us to where we needed to be in our last sessions of our class.  

Through my research project for me EN202 class, I have chosen the topic, “Reuniting Jollibee back                 

to the Island of Paradise, CNMI”, as my idea to bring what the community needed to attain back to                   

Saipan. It had been almost ten to twelve years when the Jollibee Corporation Inc. been shut down. By                  

reinforcing this idea, I am not only returning back of what “happened” in the past years but to recover                   

what could be one of the best establishments we strive for here in the CNMI. By that, I have conducted                    

experimental surveys with the approval of Dr. Kimberly-Bunts Anderson and my classmates in             

checking what are the best survey options for my Jollibee topic. One question will include, “What was                 
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the best memory you have in Jollibee Saipan?”, and, “How old are you”, or, “What is your ethnicity?”                  

The memory question will show a definite answer what I am sharing to my the community if they                  

know anything about Jollibee. The responses I have received was bountiful and conquering. People              

from the Asian category has stated that they love Jollibee and the best moments was when they were                  

little, while the rest of the categories are saying, “I do not know what restaurant it is, but it sure looks                     

safe and lovely, let’s bring it to our home!” You do not know how much this means to me, it just                     

shows that even if we were at such a small island, we will do what it takes to bring others up, since we                       

are in a small, knit community group, why compete? The responses are very encouraging. Therefore,               

with these responses, I have conducted interviews and sent letters to experts as my way to introducing                 

what we are about and my purpose why we should have a Jollibee here on our island. After the                   

Typhoon Yutu experience, I must admit that there was not much responses after three to four letters                 

sent to the Jollibee Corporation Inc. but one has sent me a customer feedback saying that they are                  

happily to hear more about my project and will reply to me as soon as they can. Even if it was such a                       

short notice reply from them, I was grateful that they actually respond back to my email. Therefore, I                  

continued to make my research project a success and made another survey to the students, teachers and                 

to whole-wide community of Saipan and people who used to be residents of Saipan in the U.S. I have                   

received an amount of three hundred plus and more responses in a matter of one week before I                  

released my survey. Must I tell you, I was surprised and excited to share the news to my class when                    

our Final Exam presentation comes along the day. With three hundred responses, I went from seven to                 

seventy-five then to three hundred three responses down and more so long to go! With these evidence                 

attached to my proposal, I will continue the project right after my EN202-01 class and share my                 

proposal to the government, because one idea can do so many. Thank you!  


